
 
Journeying From Anxiety 

 
I am a self-taught artist from Mexico City and I have been dealing with an anxiety 
disorder for some years. I just remember during the first days I felt like hell 
because from one day to another all my mental balance went out of control and 
when things get out of control enough for us to be aware of the situation, they 
must be attended; so because of that, I decided to improve my mental health 
through many things.  

 

 



1. I contacted a psychiatrist and psychotherapist so they could help me and 
guide me to deal with anxiety.  

 

2. I decided to explore all of the things that made me feel the most relaxed and 
happy so I would feel less stressed.  

 

 

 

 

 
During this exploration I found something I really loved but I was not really 
good at: painting and drawing.  
 
 
I knew I had always loved those even if I was not so good at them, so once I 
was aware of that I decided to invest every day of my life drawing and painting 
as a way to relax myself and make my negative thoughts disappear.  



What I have discovered through this journey is that doing what you love the 
most, and for an instant scape out of this world, forget about everything and 
just feel the joy of creating; being able to feel the colours, the lines, the shapes, 
the characters you are creating - capturing the fun of the moment you are having 
every time you create something - those are the things that have helped me a 
bunch and still are helping me to keep my anxiety disorder under control. 

 

 

 

In my opinion I think every human being is endowed with a package of creativity 
and imagination but sometimes we don't believe we have them so not believing 
that makes us block ourselves from exploring them.  

 

 

 

 



 

 

Don't let yourself think you can't do something, if you want the skill and have 
the will, you will always find a way to do it. Just believe in yourself and do what 
you love the most. 

 

Stephany López 

Email: monsterartbysteph27@gmail.com 
Instagram: @monsterartbysteph 
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